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Pronouns 

Words used in place of nouns are called Pronouns. He, his, him, she, her, 

they, I, me, you, we, and us are pronouns. 

I, me, you, he, she, it, her and him are used to talk about one person or a thing. 

they, we, us, these and them are used to talk about more than one person or a thing. 

* 'You' is used when we talk to one person or more than one person. 

A. Match the nouns with the pronouns. You can use a pronoun more 

than once: 

B. 

1. Rahul - +{.e_ 

2. Avinash and Akhil - 1 A~ 

3. My sister, mother and I - /\Lt, 

4. Priya - 'w\.t. 

5. A dog _ -=-~ 
6. Arzoo and Avni -) 

7. Raman and I - v--Jp...., < 
8. Ruchika - 5r,, P, 

9. The Taj Mahal - It 
10. Akshat _ --+{,e_ 

Fill up the blanks with the correct pronouns : 

1. __________ am Manya. 

2. -~f is my mother. 

3. -HR is my father. 

4. 1t is my pet, Bruno. 

5. N& all are very happy. 

® 

It 

She 

They 

We 

He 

-



)'?"' '~ '- ,·~r Pronouns Plural Pronouns 

I, me we, us 

mine ours 

you, yours you, yours 

she,her they, them, theirs 

he, him they, them, theirs 

it they, them, theirs 

his, hers theirs 

C. Replace highlighted nouns with appropriate pronouns : 

1. Hari has a pet bird. ___ _ ______ (Hari) keeps 

i± (the pet bird) in his house. 

2. The cats saw some mice. ___ lt~ t......,tJ ....... / _____ (the cats) 
( 

chased _ __.k~r __ e}_m,,~ ___ ( the mice) all around the farm. 

3. Somi bought a new dress. ---~.............,;g,.=--------- (Sarni) 

bought __ __.).'-"""~ t..c...._ _____ (the new dress) for her birthday. 

4. Ruchi and I have two kittens. _ ____._bk,~------ (Ruchi 

and I) look after --_..LJ,~ ...... ,.,.._._.""""', ____ (two kittens). 

S. The children had some apples. ___ :I..i.c:;.k ....... , ...... €1,,.._. _____ _ 

(the children) ate __ _.i...Kb~ £1Yl~,.._. ____ (apples) in the bus. 
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